CAREER TALK – EXPERT SESSION
Career planning is the most important step in an individual’s life. It is a must in order to
make students realize and help them in gaining maximum success and happiness from
the hours they start learning and investing for their career. Every student owes
themselves a career development action plan. IBCCC- Identity Behavior and Career
Counselling Centre, an initiative by Mr. Jasobant Narayan Singhlal contributes a lot to
this field of career decision making and career planning. Students from class Xth and
XIth are being in continuous support in regards to their career planning. Students are
getting help in understanding and knowing their abilities and aptitudes and accordingly
channelize their potentials to pursue right careers.
Career talk sessions by Expert counselors is an essential part. Engagement of experts
from different fields will help the students to develop an insight among them to know
the real world of different occupations. The first expert session was held on 21 st
November, 2019- in which ‘Mr. Soumitra Ranjan Mohanty’, an expert from the field of
Law, Founder of KLatent Coaching & Outsourcing, Cuttack, Odisha. He interrogated
students and that has created inquisitiveness among them. The session was very
interactive. Students were taking keen interest in understanding about law. Students got
to know the top most colleges in India as well as in the State, wherein they can apply
after their 12th through entrance tests like CLAT, LSAT, other college level exams and
other private colleges taking up CLAT Scores. The session went very captivating.
The second session was taken up on Mass Communication and Journalism by the expert
of the day-Ms. Bhabana Acharya. She connected to the students real quick. Her words
created inquisitiveness in the minds of the students. Ms. Acharya told the students about
the different career scopes in this field. “Thanks to mass media, there will be dearth of
job opportunities for students majoring in Mass Communication”, she said. Talking about
various job profiles, one can become a Journalist, News reporter, Fashion Photographer,
TV Correspondent, Producer, Radio Jockey, PRE-Public Relations Officer, Content
Writer. Further she explained about PRE, saying that they make use of wide range of
media to build and sustain a good image for an organization through advertisements,
planned publicity campaigns, etc. Career in this field is all about socialization;
socialization of people in regard to knowledge, information, attitudes and beliefs.
Overall, the session with Ms. Acharya went very interesting.
The session came to an end. Our beloved Principal, Dr. Sujata madam felicitated the
experts of the day for their valuable contribution in the form of knowledge to the students
and teachers as well.
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